IAG’s Significant Signature Auction 96 October 2022!
I

AG’s next major Signature Auction,
Sale 96 - to be held in October 2022 –
is already shaping as one of their best
sales ever! A number of large old collections (all stuck in limbo over the covid
period) have finally come to light, and
the depth and value of the material already catalogued for this auction is very
impressive.
One key area featured in this sale is
an old collection of Pre Federation issued and Specimen notes, including a

number of original printing plates for
these note. The highlight of this collection is a unique complete set of Bank of
New South Wales issued notes from
One Pound to One Hundred Pounds,
featuring printing plates for every note
(except for the Fifty Pound). This museum quality set is sure to draw widespread interest both for it’s rarity and
its historical significance.
Another huge old collection comprises
a massive selection of gold (to be sold

Rare GB 1687 5 Guinea Obv Est 14,000

over two auctions) including more than
500 Sovereigns from Bullion up to UNC
quality, a quantity of large natural gold
nuggets of almost 1 kilo weight as well

Taylor Sixpence in Silver Est 22,000

Superb Proof 1938 Crown Est $20,000.

Unique Bank of NSW Issued Notes from 1 Pound to 100 Pound

Bankl of NSW Printing Plates from 1 Pound to 100 Pound.jpg

as 30 full Perth Mint gold cased proof
sets and a unique Holey Dollar struck
on a 1787 Lima Mint 8 Reales.
Other key items catalogued so far also
include a Port Phillip Taylor Pattern
Silver Sixpence, a number of pre Decimal Proofs including a 1938 Crown,
three Adelaide Pounds in varying
grades including one MS 62 example, a

number of 1930 Pennies in various
grades to aVF, two Kookaburra Pennies
and a rare GB gold 5 Guineas James II
of 1687 are just some of the impressive
highlights catalogued so far.
Consignments for Sale 96 will close off
in mid August, giving keen vendors a
final chance to consign before the catalogue and auction go online a month

after that. For further information or to
take advantage and consign to this important Auction, visit IAG’s website:
www.iagauctions.com for more details,
auction information, previous catalogues,
prices realised and more, or contact IAG
now on - Phone (07) 55 380 300 – or
Email mail@iagauctions.com
✩ ✩ ✩

Source: The Australasian Coin & Banknote Magazine - August 2022

More Key Highlights in IAG’s Signature Auction 96!

This Superb Queen Anne Pattern Farthing struck in gold will be a major highlight of IAG’s Signature Auxtion 96.

HE amazing highlights keep on
coming for IAG’s next major Signature Auction, Sale 96, to be held mid October 2022. An old collection come to
light recently has unearthed some nice
old British coins, including two rare
gems - a 1713 Queen Anne Pattern
Farthing struck in gold and a gold Proof
Two Pound 1826 in superb FDC grade!
The Pattern Anne gold Farthing in
particular is an extremely rare item
seldom seen anywhere, and is sure to
be heavily sought after with interest
expected from across the globe for this
popular and beautiful coin. Struck
from dies by John Croker in a trial

T

Another rarity: the gold Proof 1826 George IV Two Pounds in FDC.

Several 1930 Pennies in high grde wil be offered at IAG’s Signature Auction 96.

process by Isaac Newton (who had
been promoted to the post of Master of
the Mint in December 1699), these
trial pieces were an initial attempt at
solving some of the issues surrounding
striking coins in copper at the time.
Very few examples in gold are known,
making this coins’ rarity and mystique
compelling, to say the least.
Three huge Australian Pre Decimal
collections are still in the process of
being sorted and catalogued to be offered over this (and proceeding) auction. These collections feature complete
sets of raw Pre Decimal coinage including key dates, with many in high
grade including a number of 1930 Pennies and 1923 Halfpennies in high grade.
A large offering of gold includes more

than 500 Sovereigns from Bullion to
UNC quality, three Adelaide Pounds
1852, a quantity of large natural gold
nuggets of almost 1 kilo total weight
as well as 30 full Perth Mint gold
cased proof sets.
The catalogue for Sale 96 will be
available online in mid-late September, with online bidding also opening
at this time. Every lot in the sale can
be viewed then, and the catalogues
downloaded for free. Visit IAG’s website:
www.iagauctions.com for more details,
auction information, previous catalogues, prices realised and more, or contact IAG now on - Phone (07) 55 380 300
– or Email mail@iagauctions.com with
any queries.
✩ ✩ ✩

One of three Adelaide Pounds, TypII that will feature in IAG’s Signature Auction 96.

One of the large natural gold niggets on offer.
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